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Presents a first-person account of a minister whose ordination credentials were
revoked by The United Methodist Church after he performed same-gender
commitment ceremonies.
The Gift of the Magi is a treasured short story written by O. Henry. A young and
very much in love couple can barely afford their one-room apartment, let alone
the extra expense of getting Christmas presents for one another. But each is
determined to show their love for the other in this traditional time of giving; each
sells a thing they hold most dear in order to afford a present, with poignant and
touching results that capture their love for one another.
I Call You Mine is a six-week study focused on realizing the incredible spiritual
insights available to those who embrace God’s heart of adoption. Just as Jesus
used stories to engage and teach, the Scripture passages and personal stories in
this study uncover greater truths about adoption as God’s children. Caring for
the fatherless is a privilege believers have that sets us apart. The perspective
gained when working with God in this way is humbling—we realize anew what it
means to be chosen and redeemed.
Now with discussion questions and assessment tools to help you determine your
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unique ministry fit.By the coauthor of the Network course materials developed at
Willow Creek Community Church Have you found fulfillment in life? Can you say
your ministry is fruitful? God has created you to be both fulfilled and fruitful in a
meaningful place of service. You can discover your God-given design and the
role he created for you in and through the local church.In What You Do Best in
the Body of Christ, Bruce Bugbee helps you identify your God-given spiritual
gifts, personal style, and ministry passion. And he shows how they point to your
unique role and purpose in the body of Christ when they are expressed together.
Drawing from biblical principles, this book provides proven tools and a
conversational approach that will help you fulfill God’s will for your life. You’ll
discover:Your God-given Spiritual Gifts indicate what you’re equipped to do
competently Your God-given Personal Style indicates how you can serve with
energy and authenticity Your God-given Ministry Passion indicates where you’re
motivated to serve Together, they indicate what you do best in the body of
Christ!You will also better understand God’s design for the church and your role
within it.You’ll find plenty of helpful charts and self-assessments—plus insights
into the fallacies and pitfalls that can hinder your effectiveness. Start learning
today what God wants you to do, and experience more enthusiasm, greater joy,
and real significance in your life and ministry.
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God did not create people to just lounge around in a garden, nap in the sun, and
pop grapes. We were made to be active agents in creation, God’s ambassadors
to the world! This theologically-rich curriculum traces the missional metanarrative woven throughout Scripture, from creation and the call of Abraham to
Christ’s revolutionary kingdom and the Spirit-empowered church. Students will
be equipped with practical ideas on how to live purposefully as part of the body of
Christ, and challenged to go “all in,” developing their gifts and pursuing God’s
calling on their life, regardless of gender. Each session contains: A Bible reading.
A narrative overview of the Bible reading, focusing on the session’s theme.
Discussion questions to facilitate conversation—no “yes or no” questions or fluffy
fill-in-the-blanks. A hands-on group activity for tangible learning. Focus on God's
missional call regardless of gender.
Funny Soccer Notebook Small daily diary / journal / notebook to write in, for
creative writing, for creating lists, for scheduling, organizing and recording your
thoughts/ Makes an excellent gift idea for birthdays, Christmas or any special
occasion. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" 120 page Softcover bookbinding Flexible
Paperback
Faithful to Call: Your Guide to Finding God's Will offers you help to discover the
gifts and calling that the Lord has for you! How special to know that God Himself
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has a unique place in life specifically suited for you! The Bible says that when
Jesus ascended into heaven, He gave gifts to us. Romans, 1 Corinthians and
Ephesians and other places in the Bible declare these rewards. God desires that
you cultivate your gift and seek after His calling for His work. He wants pastors to
equip and outfit His people for this adventure. Included in this book are
discussions to explore evidence to find one's gifts and calling, confirmation, and
validation! Topics include personal evangelism, teaching the Word, public
speaking, hospital and prison visitations, missions, helps, and many opportunities
that await. We also explore the ingredients that make a servant/leader! The
framework is practical training in different areas of God's work in you. The book is
based on Scripture, and the author draws on historical resources to understand
our place in society today. In this book, you will begin a journey through the
Scriptures with the purpose of training you and discovering what the Lord has for
you. The only requirement is a desire for adventure no matter what your age.
For several years, the author has conducted seminars and taught on how people can
identify their gifts and calling from God. This book isn't about what others were and did
but about what we are today and can do. God has deposited His gifts as tools in each
of our hearts to fulfill our divine assignment or calling from Him. This book is a product
of those series of seminars that has blessed countless from all around the world, most
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especially, through our media channels. The wisdom provided here has been proven,
tested and approved over the time. It is so practical that it has helped both young
believers and old ones to identify their gifts and callings from God and explore them.
The teaching in this Bible based spiritual self-help book will bless groups and
individuals alike. It will equip young and old. It will minister to both ministers and lay
persons.
"The aroma of God is being sensed throughout the earth, awakening those who God
has ordained to carry forth the anointing of the dance in the earth."In the 21st century
church, God is calling ministers of the dance in record numbers to fulfill His purposerevealing His glory in the earth. This calling has prompted a myriad of questions in the
minds of leaders and laypersons in the body of Christ.In Dance, God's Gift to You, Dr.
Crawford presents a fresh, clear biblical understanding of how God views the dance,
elaborating on how and why dance should be used in the worship experience. This
book will answer many questions and help open the eyes of your understanding to: The
origin and purpose of the dance How dance is used as a powerful weapon against the
enemy How dance is used to restore and bring order out of chaos Why God takes
pleasure in the dance How to pursue the presence of God through the dance The
healing qualities of the dance What God expects of His ministers of the danceMay this
book stir the gift of dance in you and cause you to "move out" in obedience to the call of
God on your life!Dr. Caretha Franks Crawford is the founding pastor and apostle of The
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Gateway to Wholeness Church Ministries Largo, Md. She travels internationally
preaching and teaching the gospel. Dr. Crawford is also the founder and CAO of In
Pursuit of His Presence Worship Institute. She has a bachelor's degree in Early
Childhood Education from Winston-Salem State University and has earned Master of
Divinity and Doctor of Ministry degrees. She is the CEO and publisher of Kingdom
Greetings 4U(r), a line of handmade Christian greeting card
If you are not feeding new prospective major gift donors into your pipeline on a regular
and systematic basis, sooner or later your efforts are going to stall. So, whether you are
new to fundraising or have been active in the profession for years, this is a resource
that can help you build new relationships and add good prospects to your portfolio. The
book provides specific strategies that will increase your odds for success when you are
ready to meet your donors. You will learn to "warm" your prospects so they are
receptive to your outreach, to make allies of the gatekeepers who control access to the
decision makers, and to conduct a qualification call that is both casual and purposeful.
All of these methods are designed to initiate a comfortable and meaningful relationship
that will one day result in a significant philanthropic investment.
The Gifts and Calling of GodKenneth Hagin Ministries
Young adults often encounter mixed messages about vocation from their families,
friends, and churches. On the one hand, they are encouraged to look at their gifts and
passions to discern their particular calling; on the other hand, they are told that God
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may ask something of them that they don’t want to do or aren’t prepared for. The
discontinuity between these messages has led to frustration for many. Seeking to ease
that frustration with this book, Doug Koskela carefully distinguishes between “missional
calling,” “direct calling,” and “general calling.” Koskela clarifies the relationship
between gifts, passions, and vocation even as he offers practical guidance for the
process of vocational discernment. This is a book for those who want to use their time,
energy, and abilities faithfully as they move with purpose toward the future. Watch a
2015 interview here:
God. Gifts. You. takes you on a journey to discover your own unique calling and design.
Look at examples of call in Scripture, explore your motivations and interests, and
review your gifts, giving new life to your commitments in the workplace, the community,
the church, your family, and the world. You are tailor-made by a loving God. You will
experience new freedom and bask in God
In the expanded edition of this profound exploration of Christian identity, David G.
Benner illuminates the spirituality of self-discovery. He exposes the false selves that
you may hide behind and calls you to discover the true self that emerges from your
uniqueness in Christ. Deepen your experience of God through discovering the gift of
being yourself.
"Portrays the work of the Holy Spirit as the third person of the Godhead, describes the
ninefold gifts of the Spirit, and explains why the Holy Spirit is relevant in the church
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today"--Provided by publisher.
An insightful and comprehensive survey of the spiritual gifts of the Holy Spirit, natural
human attributes, their interplay and eventual manifestation in a believer's devotion to
Jesus Christ. Dr. Dave convincingly shows how spiritual gifts and divine calling may be
joyfully accomplished in the individual for the benefit of the Christian community and
beyond.
"Israel's Inalienable Possesions The Gifts and the Calling of God Which are Without
Repentance" by David Baron. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Something about the calling or anointed of the teacher, because one of my callings is to
be a teacher; the other is to stand in the office of prophet.
This book provides a biblical basis and a very practical and viable methodology for
using and expressing anger in a healthy and redemptive way.
This awesome Before Calling Me, Ask Yourself "Is This Textable?" journal has 120-6x9
lined pages that people will be jealous of, perfect gift idea for your friend, coworkers,
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and Everyone's Favorite Coworker, employer, employee or anyone with a sense of
humor. for christmas parties, birthdays & other occasion, great gift design notebook for
work at your facility or warehouse, & with friends at the job, awesome gift idea for your
boss, manager, business partner or supervisor for Boss's Day, employee appreciation
day
You feel it, deep in your bones: God is inviting you to join Him, to participate in His
redemptive work in the world. And yet, as a woman leader, you face so many potential
obstacles. Lack of clarity over your unique calling. Competing time demands. Changing
seasons of life. Challenges such as self-doubt, criticism, and spiritual dryness. With
nearly 30 years of ministry experience, Angie Ward knows firsthand the unique
challenges that women leaders face as they seek to pursue their calling. In I Am a
Leader, Angie explores the concept of "calling" as it applies specifically to women
leaders--those women of influence both in Christian ministry and the broader world:
What is calling? How do you discover it? And what does it look like to live out that
calling practically amid a multitude of challenges? Thoroughly researched, theologically
and biblically integrated, and uniquely personal, I Am a Leader will resonate no matter
where you are on the calling journey: whether you are wondering about your God-given
purpose; sensing an inkling of an invitation to a particular ministry; or embarking on the
path but encountering challenges.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In hardcover for the first time, this tenthPage 9/19
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anniversary edition of the game-changing #1 New York Times bestseller features a new
foreword and brand-new tools to make the work your own. For over a decade, Brené
Brown has found a special place in our hearts as a gifted mapmaker and a fellow
traveler. She is both a social scientist and a kitchen-table friend whom you can always
count on to tell the truth, make you laugh, and, on occasion, cry with you. And what’s
now become a movement all started with The Gifts of Imperfection, which has sold
more than two million copies in thirty-five different languages across the globe. What
transforms this book from words on a page to effective daily practices are the ten
guideposts to wholehearted living. The guideposts not only help us understand the
practices that will allow us to change our lives and families, they also walk us through
the unattainable and sabotaging expectations that get in the way. Brené writes, “This
book is an invitation to join a wholehearted revolution. A small, quiet, grassroots
movement that starts with each of us saying, ‘My story matters because I matter.’
Revolution might sound a little dramatic, but in this world, choosing authenticity and
worthiness is an absolute act of resistance.”
The concept of loving those in need by being sensitive to the moving of the Holy Spirit
and becoming that willing vessel is my heart's desire for you. To be willing to learn
about the grace and flow of the Holy Spirit through the spiritual gifts and to move with
the anointing is my desire for those reading these words. What if our lack of desire was
a factor in the continuing suffering of others when God wants to love and touch their
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lives in some miraculous way? What if our lack of desire to prophesy and build others
allows them to remain depressed and living below the high calling of the Lord? How
many lives will remain under the power of a demonic stronghold if we do not desire the
spirituals? Whoever crosses paths with you this day, week or month may be a person
the Father desires to pour His love into.
God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirit. We've all heard the familiar
description. But what does it really mean? And what difference does it make?
According to Mitch Finley, it matters only if we care about love, peace, and joy. In this
lively yet informative discussion of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit and how they figure
into the lives of Catholics today, Finley serves up a potpourri of down-to-earth
commentary, thought-provoking reflections, and concrete evidence from the Catechism,
Vatican II, and other sources. In his popular, reader-friendly style, he demonstrates how
the seven gifts are the marks of God's image in us; they are the ways by which we form
ourselves into a new person, conformed to the will of God and full of justice and
holiness. "Paperback"
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical
Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In
books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the
original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these
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old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.
The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible is designed to lead believers into a lifechanging relationship with Jesus Christ, and to help them experience the Good News
about God’s mighty kindness and love. Built around 30 Life Principles Dr. Stanley has
gleaned from Scripture during his fifty years of teaching and pastoral ministry, this Bible
is sure to encourage and strengthen believers as they seek to lead faithful, joyful lives
that please God. With over one million Life Principles Bibles sold to date, the updated
second edition is the best way to experience this bestselling classic—with a completely
new design featuring Thomas Nelson’s KJV easy-to-read Comfort Print® typeface, 100
specially designed maps and charts that bring biblical places and themes to life, and
over 43,000 cross references to enrich your study of the Word. Features include: 30
Life Principles articles highlight Dr. Stanley’s essentials for Christian living More than
2,500 Life Lessons verse notes bring to life the practical and personal nature of God’s
Word to us Life Examples articles draw powerful lessons from the lives of people
throughout Scripture Over 300 highlighted verses make it easy to find God’s promises
throughout the Bible text that encourage, strengthen, and bring hope Answers to Life's
Questions and What the Bible Says About articles bring scriptural insight to bear on
topics of special importance to every believer Topical indexes give immediate access to
hundreds of life-giving principles and promises throughout the Old and New
Testaments Book introductions provide an overview of the themes and literary structure
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of each book, and alert readers to important principles they’ll encounter as they read
New for the 2nd Edition, 100 maps and charts that help important biblical places and
themes come alive, and over 43,000 cross references to enrich your study
Concordance
Jeronimo Smith, seventy-seven, is having a particularly bad day, and he needs the
poems of William Butler Yeats to get him through it. But the book has just been
checked out of the Santa Barbara Public Library. When he accosts the widow who has
the book, he meets the woman who will become the love of his life. They're an unlikely
pair - Jeronimo a retired janitor, Emily cultured and wealthy - and both are coping with
troublesome adult children and the indignities of aging. Jeronimo courts Emily by
mowing her lawn, and when he impetuously invites her to join him on a road trip to
Yellowstone, she stuns herself by agreeing. Their elopement is a once-in-a-lifetime
adventure and the setting for a bitter-sweet love story about the poignant intensity of old
age. The two must find a way to balance family responsibilities against their own needs,
and the impulse to stay close to what is wild in themselves despite pressures to age
"sensibly."
Your Blueprint for Life gives the strategies readers need to align their passions, gifts,
and calling. As CEO of the Blueprint for Life ministry, Michael Kendrick is devoted to
helping others discover God’s purpose for their lives. Your Blueprint for Life guides
readers toward a Christ-honoring life—one that brings joy spiritually, financially,
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relationally, physically, and professionally. With practical guidance for discovering
passion, gifts, and callings, Your Blueprint for Life gives readers concrete strategies for
achieving the life they were created to lead, such as: Intentionally carve out a specific
time each day to hear from God Prune your relational portfolio Step into your children’s
world Remember you are a steward of God’s resources, not an owner of your
resources For anyone who has ever wondered why they were put on earth, Your
Blueprint for Life not only answers the question, but it also gives readers a solid guide
to understanding and achieving God’s vision for their lives.

A Wonderful My Favorite People Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided
sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording thoughts, gratitude,
notes, ideas, prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook
with a funny quote makes a memorable (and useful) gift! Imagine the look on
their face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the
box and find their new favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to use for
thoughts, notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express your creative
ideas! Perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside
companion, ready for journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday
present, this is it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Unique and original
gift for your mom, dad, grandma, grandpa, brother, sister or friend! It's an
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awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, birthday, Thanksgiving, School
Tournament, League, Cup or Christmas. Featuring an illustration! Give it without
a reason, just to show someone you love them! - 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal
Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined on Both Sides - Lined paper is acidfree; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or any writing utensil of your choice
- An awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving,
Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be Happy!
Every person has been designed by God for one-of-a-kind Masterpiece Mission,
what most people refer to as personal calling or personal purpose. Everyone
needs to be able to name what God has put them on the earth to do. Most people
never do. That is a tragedy of epic proportions. We need a simple way to
discover that calling, and Find Your Place is that way. GPS technology is widely
known as a way to know where you are on the earth, as well as a way to guide
you to get where you want to go. The Find Your Place book will help followers of
Jesus locate three signals that will help people discern their personal calling: their
Gifts, their Passions, and their Story, and help them take meaningful next steps
to engage that calling. Furthermore, the American Church has a Co-Dependency
Disorder. Church members have become dependent upon church leaders, and
church leaders need their members to remain that way. This co-dependence is
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doing more than throttling the vitality of the church...it is strangling it. In order for
the people of God to truly thrive and be salt and light in the world, church leaders
must move from simply "gathering and teaching" their members to "empowering
and releasing them." This book, the accompanying online assessment, and the
disciple-making tools that both will be integrated into, will all be a part of a turnkey solution for church leaders to accomplish that goal.
Have you ever wondered if you are gifted? Have you ever struggled with feelings
of insecurity, thinking that you are not worth much? Have ever struggled with low
self-esteem? Maybe you just need a reminder of who you are or who you can
be? If you can identify with any of the statements above, then this book is for you.
It is a personal perspective on Gifts and Calling. The book describes some
personal accounts in the life of Pastor Lloyd, from childhood to present day. We
can at times lack the confidence to be all that God has destined for us to be. We
convince ourselves that we cannot achieve like others; sometimes even putting
ourselves down. Our words can be more negative than positive, not remembering
that words are life. This book tackles these struggles but recognises that with a
shift in our thinking, life can be very different. We must not allow any situation to
take away from the fact that we are called of God and we have gifts that are Godgiven. Accepting our calling and gifts, will lead to having peace in the face of
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life’s challenges and can propel us into greatness.
This brand-new Bible storybook teaches children about God's amazing plan
through His Son, Jesus, and combines Jesus Calling devotions to help kids
understand in their heart that Jesus loves them so, so much. In the Jesus Calling
Bible Storybook, parents and children will love reading through the Bible and
seeing God's exciting plan unfold. God loves us so much that He sent Jesus to
die for our sins and made a plan for us to live forever with Him. From creation to
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego to the apostles and the early church, Jesus
has always been present with those who trust Him. This book helps children
understand Jesus' role throughout the Old Testament, the New Testament, and
their lives today. The stories will teach them about the Bible, and the devotions
will lead them to an early and close walk with Jesus.
The ultimate Bible verse coloring book: Contains over 40 full-page coloring
pages, each with a unique verse of Scripture. Many pages feature verses
concernign the birth of Christ. A great gift for Christmas, Easter, birthdays, or
anytime. Makes a perfect gift for adults, teens, and children. Relax and meditate
on God's Word and express your creativity with this inspirational book. Only one
coloring page per sheet of paper to prevent bleed-through. Features the following
Bible verses: 1. "And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in
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swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger." Luke 2:7 2. "And there were in the
same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by
night." Luke 2:8 3. "And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring
you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people." Luke 2:10 4. "For unto
you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord." Luke
2:11 5. "Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men."
Luke 2:14 6. "And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name
JESUS: for he shall save his people from their sins." Matthew 1:21 7. "Behold, a
virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel."Isaiah
7:14 8. "They presented unto him gifts; gold, and frankincense, and myrrh."
Matthew 2:11b 9. "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the
government shall be upon his shoulder." Isaiah 9:6a 10. "And his name shall be
called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, The
Prince of Peace." Isaiah 9:6b 11. "Behold, what manner of love the Father hath
bestowed upon us, that we should be called the sons of God." I John 3:1a 12.
"The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life; and he that winneth souls is wise."
Proverbs 11:30 13. "For the gifts and calling of God are without repentance."
Romans 11:29 14. "A merry heart doeth good like a medicine: but a broken spirit
drieth the bones." Proverbs 17:22 15. "Be kindly affectioned one to another with
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brotherly love; in honour preferring one another" Romans 12:10 And 25 more
verses! Pick up this wonderful coloring and learning experience today.
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